Archives for Peace; Collaboration of Two Institutions in US and Japan

Anti-Nuclear

Barbara Reynolds
1915-1990

World Friendship Center in Hiroshima
-established by Barbara Reynolds in 1965
-exchanges Peace Ambassadors with US
-provides lectures on Peace Studies
-shares Atomic-bomb survivor testimonies
-constructs own archives
-keeps holdings in archival containers
-arranges list based on its functions
-catalogues the former Chair’s papers
-cooperates with other NPOs

Peace Resource Center at Wilmington College
-founded by Barbara Reynolds in 1975
-organizes Peace Symposia and Events
-holds Barbara Reynolds Archive and so on
-Archival materials are open to researchers
-teaches students with archival materials
-makes holdings visible through DPLA

Collaboration under Pandemic
-have Zoom meetings monthly
-joins the other’s meetings
-researches related materials and rediscovers the holdings
-exchanges technical preservation and digitization knowhow

Challenges:
1. Design of database for all objects, archival materials, and books
3. Human Resource Development
4. Low cost but effective preservation
5. Between Ideal and Reality
6. Race against time
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